
sometime
1. [ʹsʌmtaım] a

бывший
sometime professor at the university - бывший профессор университета

2. [ʹsʌmtaım] adv
1. когда-нибудь

he will arrivesometime next week - он приедет где-то на будущей неделе
come oversometime - приходите как-нибудь
I'll come sometime when I'm less busy - я приду как-нибудь, когда буду посвободнее

2. когда-то; как-то
it happened sometime last March - это случилось как-то в марте прошлого года

3. редк. иногда, время от времени, по временам

Apresyan (En-Ru)

sometime
some·time [sometime ] adverb, adjective BrE [ˈsʌmtaɪm] NAmE [ˈsʌmtaɪm]
adverb(also ˈsome time)

at a time that you do not know exactly or has not yet been decided
• I saw him sometime last summer.
• We must get together sometime.

adjective only before noun (formal)
1. used to refer to what sb used to be

• Thomas Atkins , sometime vicar of this parish
2. (NAmE) used to refer to what sb does occasionally

• a sometime contributor to this magazine

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

sometime
I. some time 1 BrE AmE , ˈsome time /ˈsʌmtaɪm/ adverb

at a time in the future or in the past, although you do not know exactly when
sometime around/in/during etc

We’ll take a vacation sometime in September.
Our house was built sometime around 1900.

II. sometime 2 BrE AmE adjective [only before noun]
1. formal former:

Sir Richard Marsh, the sometime chairman of British Rail
2. American English used to say that someone does or has a particular job part of the time:

Grimm, a sometime delivery driver, lives with his elderly mother.
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